
Classroom Activity 2 Math 113 Name : ___________________
10 pts Intro to Applied Stats

Materials Needed:
Target paper, plastic tip darts, ruler

Instructions:
Divide into pairs.  

Fasten a sheet of target paper to the target and then throw six darts at the center of
the target.  Make sure at least three of the darts hit the target (you may need to
throw more if your aim is really bad).  Remove the target and let the next person
throw. 

While your group is waiting to throw, you can work on problems 6-8.

1. Measure and record the distance in centimeters from the center of the target to the
center of each hole that lies within the 10 cm target region.  Record results for
both partners.

Name 1 2 3 4 5 6

2. Summarize the data for each partner.

Person

Sample size

Mean

Median

Standard Deviation



3. Which person had the more consistent throws (consider only those that hit the
target area)?  Explain how you determine this statistically.

4. Which person was closer overall to the center of the target (consider only those
that hit the target area)?  Explain how you determine this statistically.

5. If you were to consider all throws, not just those that hit the target area, what
additional statistic would you need to look at and how would you interpret it?

6. Read the definitions of independent and dependent samples on page 438.  Are the
two samples (one from each partner) independent or dependent?

7. Read the definitions for random variable, discrete random variable, and
continuous random variable on page 181.  Consider the variable that represents the
distance from the center to the hole for each dart.  

a. Is that variable a random variable?

b. Is that variable discrete or continuous?

8. The distance from the center to the hole is which level of measurement from
section 1.2?  Why?



Read the next to last paragraph about p-values and the table that follows it on page 387. 
Use that information to answer these questions.  It’s very unlikely that the means or
standard deviations of each partner is exactly the same value, but it's possible that they’re
close enough to be statistically equivalent.  Our null hypothesis will be that the means
are the same or that the standard deviations are the same.

9. Consider the standard deviations of the two samples.  

a. Do they look different or are they pretty close to each other?

b. Use the computer to find the likelihood of getting the results you did if the
standard deviations are the same (the null hypothesis).

c. Are your results unusual or not unusual?  How can you tell? 

d. The null hypothesis is "the standard deviations are the same."  

i. If there is a significant difference from the null hypothesis, then the
standard deviations ( do / do not ) appear to be the same.

ii. If there is not a significant difference from the null hypothesis, then
the standard deviations ( do / do not ) appear to be the same.

e. Based on your data, the standard deviations ( do / do not ) appear to be the
same.



10. Now let’s consider the means of the two samples.

a. Do they look different or are they pretty close to each other?

b. Use the computer to find the likelihood of getting the results you did if the
means are the same (the null hypothesis).

c. Are your results unusual or not unusual?  How can you tell? 

d. The null hypothesis is "the means are the same."  

i. If there is a significant difference from the null hypothesis, then the
means ( do / do not ) appear to be the same.

ii. If there is not a significant difference from the null hypothesis, then
the means ( do / do not ) appear to be the same.

e. Based on your data, the means ( do / do not ) appear to be the same.

11. Now let’s look at the two medians and determine whether they’re the same.

a. Use the computer to perform a Mann-Whitney test for the two sample
medians.  What is the probability-value of getting the results you did if the
medians are the same (the null hypothesis)?

b. If the medians are the same, are your results unusual?

c. Based on your data, the medians ( do / do not ) appear to be the same.


